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Final Report on Contract DAJA45-87-C-0059,
'Processing of Mixed Oxide Superconductors'

Introduction

This work was initiated soon after the discovery of high temperature
superconductors. Although much effort was being put into the search for
higher temperature materials, it rapidly became clear that the main
obstacle to the application of these materials was the low critical current
density. Although in conventional materials the critical current density
was determined by the pinning of flux lines by defects in the
microstructure in high Tc materials the appearance of weak links, or
Josephson Junctions, at grain boundaries was the dominant effect. This
was a completely new phenomenon and led not only to rather low critical
current densities in zero field but to a catastrophic drop in fields of only a
few millitesla, although the upper critical field of these materials is
extremely high ( probably greater than 150 Tesla). Since artificial weak
links are the basis of most electronic applications of superconductors their
appearance at natural grain boundaries suggested that it would be
extremely difficult to use conventional techniques to make devices and
this has proved to be the case. Understanding and control of the weak
links at grain boundaries was clearly the key to applications of the high Tc
materials and this still remains true. This contract was initiated at an
early stage in this subject, which developed at an unprecedented rate and
a number of different lines have been tackled in the course of the last two
years. In addition to rapid changes world wide a major research centre
on high Tc superconductors was awarded to Cambridge which involved
moving the work and people to a new site and the creation of a large new
laboratory containing physicists, materials scientists, chemists and
engineers. Although in the long term this makes for a much more
powerful group it inevitably led to considerable disruption in the middle
stages of this project. The work can be divided into four main sections.
These are magnetic separation, levitation, screening, and critical current
studies. Each has led to several publications or internal reports which are
enclosed as part of this report. The sections which follow summarise the
main conclusions of these papers, the main text of these reports and paper
is in the appendices.



Separation

Ceramic superconductors tend to be mixtures of phases, especially when
first discovered. It would be very useful to separate out the
superconducting from the non superconducting phases so that they could
be studied on their own. The diamagnetic properties of the
superconducting state will in principle allow superconducting material to
be levitated from the non superconductor and several designs of separator
were tested. There are a number of difficulties which emerged.

1) It was essential to allow time for the particles to come to the right
temperature. This meant that dropping particles, even in a liquid, was
unsatisfactory unless they were held for a time at a low temperature.
2) Electrostatic forces on fine powders are very strong so that it was
difficult to avoid clumping and sticking to substrates.
3)To get large forces we need a large field gradient, but fields less than
Hc 1. This is very low in high Tc materials and if exceeded leads to
paramagnetic moments as the field decreases so that the graph of force
against distance from the magnet is very complex.
4)Turbulence causes normal particles to scatter instead of falling
vertically.
5)Materials with the highest Tc appear to be layer structures with a very
large penetration depth in one direction. Particles turn so that the
magnetisation is a minimum and so small particles of these materials do
not levitate.

The first experiments used a dry system with the powder vibrated on a
solid sheet (Appendix I). This has a major advantage in bringing the
particles to temperature slowly and does not require actual levitation.
However clumping and sticking of particles led to unsatisfactory operation.

The most successful apparatus is described in Appendix II. There are
two versions, one for small quantities and one for larger scale separation.
Material was brought to temperature in liquid nitrogen and dropped
through a sieve onto a conical magnet with a hole in its centre. This
worked well in separating YBCO from non superconducting material. The
main error was some scattered normal material being deflected outside the
central hole. Further development would require the technique to be
extended to a wide range of temperature. Gas would be used instead of
liquid and the both dropper and collector would have to be put in a
container with accurate and uniform temperature control. This is quite
feasible but was not attempted within the time scale of this project. Before
embarking on it it would be necessary to measure the levitating
properties of a number of materials since it appears that YBCO is unusually
easy to levitate because of its relatively small penetration depth.



Levitation and Damping

The study of forces on particles gave a better understanding of the
levitation process and A.C. measurements described below are a measure
of the frictional forces. It seemed a useful idea to put these together and
see if the damping of a levitated magnet could be explained quantitatively.
In general moving and rotating magnets cause large field fluctuations and
the resulting hysteresis losses bring it to rest fairly quickly. However if a
magnet rotates about its axis of symmetry the field should be constant and
there should be no damping. Gyroscopes using superconducting niobium
have extremely low damping and it would be very useful to make a
similar machine of high T, material. The results are in Appendix III. The
geometry used was a disc floating above a sintered sheet of YBCO. The
magnet was set rotating about its centre and the time to come to rest
measured. Although damping was much less than in other modes, typical
times of the order of twenty or thirty seconds meant that the performance
was well below that found in niobium. To determine the reasons a
magnetic map of the magnet was made with a search coil. It was found
that there were field fluctuations of the order of a few millitesla due to
magnet inhomogeneity and considerably larger ones due to a small chip in
the magnet edge. At the height at which the magnet was levitating the
field at the superconductor was well above Hc1 so that losses will be
relatively high and the observed values were consistent with the damping
of the magnet. There are two ways of improving the performance of this
bearing. One is to improve the magnet homogeneity, the other to increase
the critical current density of the superconductor. Improving Jc will also
give a much stiffer bearing, or a greater height of levitation, so we can
expect greatly decreased damping as materials improve.

Screening and Flux Trapping.

It was clear from an early stage that there were two separate critical
current densities in high Tc materials, the intergrain currents between
grains and the intra grain currents within them. These differ by three
orders of magnitude and it is important to be able to measure both. The
first technique developed was to measure the fields inside and outside a
hollow cylinder. The experimental results showed that a significant field
was being generated by the diamagnetism of the grains and that this,
combined with self field effects, made most of the current flow on the
outer surface when field was trapped in the cylinder.(Appendix IV) The
method was superseded by an A.C. technique described below which did
not require hollow cylinders, but it led to an interest in the screening
properties of high Tc ceramics. A theoretical calculation showed that
screening due to diamagnetic particles without sapercurrents between
them was only effective close to the screen. (Appendix V) This explains
why a ceramic can levitate a magnet which is close to it but is not good at
screening fields at large distances compared with its thickness. To provide
good screening for any but the lowest fields a high critical current density
is required.



Critical Current Studies

The central problem was ( and remains) the weak links at grain
boundaries. The original intention was to use hot isostatic pressing and
standard sintering techniques to consolidate the ceramic. There were
clearly going to be problems with oxygen loss and subsequent oxidation
but it rapidly became clear that the problem was more fundamental than
merely cleaning up the grain boundaries. It was therefore necessary to do
some more fundamental work on the nature of the boundaries and why
they were causing problems. This decision was clearly the right one since
no ;mprovements in sintering techniques have yielded a useful material.
The most successful have all involved melting and only small samples have
been produced.

Firstly a calculation was made using numerical solutions of the Ginzburg-
Landau equations. Although not very accurate we were able to test
various hypotheses for the low current densities. None worked very well
and in general the results suggest a good deal of damage over many
coherence lengths is needed to explain the experimental values, since
many boundaries look very clean oxygen loss or crystal relaxation may be
the explanation. (Appendix VI)

An A.C. apparatus was developed to measure critical current densities
and the penetration of flux into the sample. This was based on our
earlier work with conventional superconductors, but the granular nature
of high Tc materials meant that the interpretation was not straightforward.
The critical current measured is affected by demagnetising factors and the
self field of the current. The first is dealt with by plotting results as a
function of the internal field. (This is described in Appendix VII) The
second shows up as nonlinearity on the flux penetration graph and in
many samples the true zero field current would only be measured if the
thickness is less than a third of a millimeter. Another new effect is that
many samples were much less than fully diamagnetic. Most authors
have interpreted this to mean that the sample was not single phase, but
we believe that in most cases the true interpretation is that the London
penetration depth is comparable with the particle size. In general doping
seems to lead to large increases in the penetration depth. Since the
calibration of the system depends on knowing how much material is
superconducting this effect is important in the interpretation of all
magnetic measurements.

The first measurements concentrated on the effect of twins on the
critical current within grains. These had been proposed as pinning centers
which would increase Jc, or alternatively as weak links which would
decrease it. By doping with cobalt to eliminate twins we were able to
show that the effect of twins on Jc is generally very small (later work by
others has shown a significant pinning effect if the orientation of the field
is accurately parallel to the twin planes. We then looked at the effect of j
cobalt doping on the inter and intragrain critical current densities. The
first striking result was that both critical currents decreased in the same
proportion. This seems surprising since one is supposed to be limited by
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flux pinning within grains and the other by Josephson tunnelling across
grain boundaries. These two very different mechanisms and locations
would be expected to be affected quite differently by the cobalt. The
result suggested that both might be expressed as a proportion of the
depairing current, HcIX. Measurements of Hc and H, were made and
there w.s certainlv a correlation between the depairing current and the
critical cuirents. However there are considerable uncertainties in these
measurements so that a quantitative fit could not be relied on. Using the
Abrikosov theory we calculated Hc2 at zero field from Hcl and H,, since it
is much too high to measure directly. This showed that the cobalt was
decreasing Hc2 and therefore increasing the coherence length. Since the
critical current was also decreased it is difficult to justify the conventional
view that the weak links at grain boundaries are caused by the short
coherence length. If this were the case increasing the coherence length
should increase the critical current density which is the opposite of what
was observed. A preliminary report of these results was given at the MRS
meeting in San Francisco this year and they are now being written up for
publication.

Conclusion: and future work

A reasonably complete understanding of the macroscopic
consequences of the granular nature of high Tc materials has been
obtained. Levitation, damping, and screening are all consistent
with the picture of large intragrain currents and small intergrain
currents. Magnetic separation works well for YBCO in liquid
nitrogen. The technique can certainly be extended to other
materials but foe practical purposes problems may occur due to
the large penetration depth and small size of new materials when
first prepared. The causes of, and solutions to, the problem of
weak links at grain boundaries remain obscure. The work has
shown that there is a close link between the intergrain and
intragrain currents and that the short coherence length of oxide
superconductors is not the main problem. The closest correlation
seems to be with the depairing current so that we should look for
materials or dopants which decrease the London penetration
depth or increase the the thermodynamic critical field. Future
work should concentrate on this area and in particular follow up
the clues offered by recent excellent results on Bi based
superconductors at low temperatures.



Appendix I

Dry Separation

Internal Report by A.Perry



2. Magnetic Separation

Superconductor material is currently used in two forms; it can be made as a thin film on a substrate
surface (by ion sputtering, evaporation, etc) or pressed as a powder into molds and sintered into a required
shape. The former method is sufficient for applications that only require a thin layer of current transport
but many applications require solid items that cannot simply be evaporated as a thin layer onto a shaped
surface. In these applications it is necessary to sinter the powder, then to oxygenate the item at elevated
temperature to return the oxygen lost during sintering to the crystal structure.

The powder material to be pressed into shape is currently formed from precursors that are usually the
oxides or nitrates nf the elements involved. These are thoroughly mixed and baked to assist diffusion. The
resulting material is ground to a fine powder to mix the resultants as finely as possible and baked again. After
a number of such steps the composition is sufficiently uniform for superconductivity to occur. There are a
number of ways that the initial mixing stages can be facilitated by using intermediate compound precursors.
finer initial powders, mixing in suspension etc. but the basic method remains unchanged.

The resulting powder, ready for pressing to shape, consists of a proportion of material with the correct
composition together with quantities of various 'close' compounds that do not have the required properties.
When this powder is pressed, the sintered material will consist of regions of useful superconductor connected
by bridges between the powder grains. The resulting network of regions is affected by the fraction of other
compounds that do not contribute to conduction and reduce the overall cross-section of conductor.

For any given proportion of useful superconductor, centred on the composition value required, the
diffusion process that led to its generation will not average the composition between grains, leading to small
variations in composition. These can still superconduct, but their properties will be noticably worse than
the intended result.

As newer materials are found, many of the better performance materials can form in several different
phases of which only one is the improved performance and the others, while useful in their own right, are
merely impurities in the required material.

With these considerations in mind, it is clear that some form of grading system is needed to separate a
quantity of powder into the various superconducting phases present and to remove the useless material for
recycling. If the initial average mixture had the correct composition, then the removal of superconducting
(and hence correct composition) material will not affect the mix of the rejected material and this can then
be recycled into the next batch to be baked.

Observed powder properties

It is easy to plan simple methods of grading such a material; most prospective schemes fail after some
experimentation with the powder.

While on the scale of superconduction the grains of powder can be considered quite large, as a quantity
of powder the grains are not distinquishable; like most fine powders they can bind together into clumps that
do not easily separate and tend to 'stick' to any surface. It will hence not slide or pour down inclines, but
prefer to electrostatically attach itself to the surface and remain where it was placed. Any piece of powder
t' -t is willing to move is likely to be a clump which, while large enough to avoid staying in place, can not
be graded as the clump will contain a variety of phases.

The force experienced by any superconducting particle in a field is large compared to its weight, but
easily overshadowed by air movement or a neighbouring surface. Unless a carrying surface is smooth, the
powder is unlikely to move freely. Any liquid nitrogen can push clumps around, especially if floating above
a vapour layer, but it does not appear to interact sufficiently with any 'stuck' material that would move it.
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Separating forces

For particles of this size range it is easy to show that the forces available by Meissner effects are far too small
to be useful and it is necessary to work in higher fields, using the forces due to pinned flux. While we could
easily derive the likely forces by using theory and considering a simple sphere of superconductor with some
value of critical current and integrating, there is little point in doing so as a measured magnetisation curve
for the powder can tell us the parameters we require.

As the ambient magnetic field increases, the reversible magnetisation curve drops to zero and flattens;
* the energy of the magnetic state of the superconductor, H. M, is virtually unchanged by small changes in
*the local field intensity. It is hence necessary to use large field intensity gradients to apply reversible forces.

dH dM,
F, = M - + Hd

dH
Aldx

Flux pinning forces, on the other hand, manifest themselves as the irreversability of a magnetisation
curve. The force required to irreversibly move some material can be found by considering it to be moved
back again. As the field changes, the irreversible magnetisation varies as the flux is resisted by the pinning
forces and M varies from Mdec = Nf, - 6M to A, = M, + 6M. The energy dissipated by traversing a loop
in the magnetisation diagram is its area; the force resisting motion is thus half the rate of this dissipation of
energy with field and distance. For large fluctuations where M0H > Mr we have

E= 6M(H - 6M/,Io)

-- .6MdH

F dH dE = dH 6dF-dzdl =dH

This is not valid during small field variations, as the loop traversed is no longer an angled parallelogramn and
collapses into an ellipse. Then

6E 4A2 6H
3

276M
dEi 1'6H2
dH 96M

46B
2

96M

With these relations in mind, a graph of the expected force can be derived for a given local field intensity
with which motion is resisted. A particle that is sufficiently cold to superconduct will thus see a valley that
follows the magnetic equipotential lines; only when the perpendicular force is suffiently large will the valley
be ignored.

Transport surfaces

If the powder is levitated, there will be no action that will encourage the clusters to break up Indeed it is
favorable for mildly magnetised powders to cluster, as this reduces their total surrounding space and hence
the volume which their field oddity affects. It .s disadvantageous to allow such clumps to lift off. as there
is then no way to break them up. Some for-i of repeated levitation could be used as the clumps would be
disturbed whenever they 'land'.

In general, then, the powder will have to move on some sort of surface. Brass, aluminium and glass were
tried; these all appeared to get equally dirty but allowed the powder generally to move. Such dirt can not
be allowed to accumulate on any apparatus that intends to slide the material, as it will be randomly affected
by the stuck powder that preceded it. Plastics, on the whole, appeared to suffer equally, but when polished
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clean appeared to resist such effects more readily. It was found after some experimentation that PTFE was
able to carry the material and usually allow it to slide freely for no reason that has been ascertaned at thi.
time. Ont some octagons the powder would tend to dirty the surface, but not as much as had occur,d with
the metals. A vigorous polish was used to generate surface charge (liquid nitrogen being an insulator), on a
another occasion an electrostatically charged ramp was used to deliver powder onto the surface but n,' wr
of these appeared to make much difference to the behaviour of the material.

Linear methods

flow should the force due to the magnetic imteraction be applied ? A magnet may be passed ind,,rn,'th kl
surface covered with powder to push material ahead of it subject to the "sticking' of the clumps to th surfac.-
Temperature and/or field gradients can grade the powder by finding the limit before superconduct ai
as is shown in diagram 2. 1.

Diagram 1: Linear separation of a fine powder

Such a technique was tried; the results were similar to those found olsewltere[31 The ,-patL";1
due to the active region being the area immediately in front of the magnet. limiting the sampl, SLzy ', r
separation to the small amount of powder that can occupy that tiny region If too much power i., ,i
separation will not occur as large amount of material that is not superconducting will b, carrici,
the remainder.

This is a useful technique but is limited to situations where fractions of a granune sample size is i ct a
liability. It is especially attractive to chemists who are searching for a minority phase with abnorin)lvjli
T1
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Area methods

It is possible to extend a linear separation method by widening the track and the moving magnet so tl t
the separation region is wider, being the width of the track. Unfortunately, any imperfection in the track
or the magnetic field will progressively tend to collect the powder into heaps which are swept along. If the
track is not level, the powder tends to drift across the track in the downhill direction. It is these difficulties
that make area methods impractical.

Vibration methods

Powder placed on a shallow incline may be moved 'downhill' by forcing the surface into a vertical mode of
vibration. Such a slow vibrated transport can move powder past a grading station, normally a fork in r '
track, with one exit shielded by a magnet and the other by a small uphill slope. The powder moves past
the station in a continuous stream, so tat while the instantaneous active volume is unchanged. the total
sample size can be much bigger.

An apparatus was constructed for this technique which operated successfully and was able to separate
powders ino two parts: one superconducting at the ambient temperature and the other not. During any riirt
o)wever, tlhe transport surface would cover itself with large amounts of powder and the smooth trarsport

.ul-i fail rnaking continuous operation impossible. The implementation is terired ar oxerall fariir. prrtl
,,ause the stuck powder cannot be reclaimed after removal and partly because the frequent elearttg requirei
,tiiUtrIrIOS operator attendance.

Dropping Methods

The methods described so far involve sliding the powder along a track An alternative application of the
ma,,netic force would be to levitate falling owder. Powder that is dropped onto a magnetic field witl he
r,p-lied. allowing the unaffected powder to be discarded. A number of variants are possible. those that have
i,-nt tested are described below.

If Ithe powder is poured onto a simple magnet, tIre superconducting powder will fall next to rh, nianet
.!,I io tire convex shape of the magnetic field. A magnet must be used with a hole rn the mitll, in rd-r

*hat rite magnetic field is slightly concave and tire powder remains in a kiown position.

If the powder drop path passes through the area where levitating powder is collecting then later 1-w,!er
Sirries c-an knock levitated powder through. It is necessary to ensure that tile levitated powder Is t'.r. L 1

.idto' the falling powder.

Fhis method has rot solved the problem with the powder remaining it climps .t might be ho p,,
that. if dropped from a sufficient height, that the forces involved rn the deceleration might disrupt he

-lumps. The kinetic energy necessary for this to occur is well above tire power of the levitation so that
.xiprconducting material will not stop.

Th magnet can be placed to one side of the drop path in order to deflect the falling powdtr away fri,
ts,.lf. hlie pinning forces, being the main effector in this situation. are rot concerned with ',.e direction ot'

Ie magnetic field gradient; the magnetic levitation force will primarily try to keep the powder at a conrstat
magnetic field. Thus. as the powder passes the magnet, it will at some point be tangent to it. Thereaftr
th-, tield wilt be decreasing and the powder will experiece a net attractive force towards the iragnet. lit
,ombination of initial repulsion and subsequent attraction make this method very difficult to implement rtd

attempts at simplifying the situation failed, Results have been reported [3) 3uggestrig that this method is
possible.

If the powder never needs to leave the vicinity of the magnet, the unpredictable attraction described
above will never occur. This can be set up if the magnet is a concave track that leads powder from its
originally vertical path away from the vertical drop and into a container. Two magnetic arcs, as it diagrari
2.2, can provide such a field. It was unfortunate that this method could not be tested as the magnets
ti,:essary would not have been ready in the time scale available. It is hoped that it can in future be tried.
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Diagram ',2: Magnetic track separation method
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Wet Separation

Internal Report by Dr.F.J.Blunt



Magnetic separation of superconductors

F.J. Blunt, A.M. Campbell

IRC in Superconductivity, West Cambridge Site, Madingley Road,
Cambridge CB3 OHE

Abstract

In this paper two designs of magnetic separator are described.
One is suitable for separating a small quantity of superconducting
material from a large quantity of normal material. The other is
particularly useful for the rapid separation of large quantities of
superconducting material. Each uses a permanent magnet, runs
immersed in liquid nitrogen and is very simple to build.

Keywords: High Tc, Magnetic separation

Introduction

Magnetic separation has been used industrially for the removal
or separation of ferromagnetic materials for many years. Both the
attraction of a magnet for a ferromagnetic material, and the
repulsion between magnetised objects has been exploited. The
separation of superconducting materials from non-
superconducting materials can also be achieved magnetically,
using the diamagnetic properties of superconductors. Levitation
is widely demonstrated in these materials, and it is this property,
combined with careful magnet design which is used to achieve
separation. Magnetic separation has already been demonstrated
using this principle (1), but the design only allowed a 'one off
separation of a very small quantity of material.



Magnetisation of Superconductors

Levitation of a particle lowered towards a magnet surface can
be understood by analysing the magnetisation of the particles as
they approach the magnet. The typical form of a magnetisation
curve at 77K for a large grained sample of YBCO is shown in figure
1. When lowered towards a magnet the force experienced by the
particles is given by the product of the magnetisation M and the
field gradient. The magnetic field experienced by a particle
descending along the axis of a cylindrical magnet close to one of
its poles is shown in figure 2(a), and the resulting field gradient is
shown in figure 2(b). Levitation occurs a few millimetres away
from the surface. The overall field pattern is shown in figure 2(c).
It is to be noted that particles falling near the outer edge of this
magnet will be repelled away from the magnet altogether.

Magnetisation of superconducting particles is also a function of
particle size and the reduced temperature, T/Tc. High Tc
superconductors have rather large penetration depths - of the
order of 0.4 micron in liquid nitrogen for YBCO. The
magnetisation of particles as a function of the ratio of their radius
to the London penetration depth has been calculated by Clem (2).
Measurements carried out in this laboratory (3) support his
calculations. The magnetisation of a 5 micron diameter particle of
YBCO in liquid nitrogen is only about 30% of that of a large
particle. This suggests that particles less than approximately five
microns in diameter may levitate poorly. It has been observed by
Solin (4) that very small particles of YBCO tend to be non
levitating.

Magnet Geometry for separation of small quantities of
superconductor

The magnet geometry of particular interest is a hollow
cylindrical permanent magnet. This can be modeled as two
counterwound coils, the inner coil representing the material
missing from the centre.

Using the Biot-Savart Law the field at a point P on the axis, a
distance z from the centre has a value given by the magnetisation
of the material, and a geometric factor, which is given by
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Field atP cosO 01 - cos 02 + cos 03- cos 0 4
using the notation given in figure 3.

This magnet has an interesting field pattern. The field along the
axis is illustrated in figure 4(a). The field calculated from the
model corresponded very closely to the field measured in the
laboratory. The field gradient is illustrated in figure 4(b), and the
product M dH/dz is illustrated in figure 5. The values of M have
been taken from the curve of M versus H measured
experimentally for YBCO (figure 1). The points of stable levitation
are marked on the diagram, where the force is equal to the
gravitational force per unit volume on the particles. It is
interesting to note that there is a second position of stable
levitation beneath the magnet, for particles which have been
pushed through the hole. We have succeeded in showing this
phenomenon in the laboratory, and the distances between the
particles and the magnet correspond closely to those calculated.

There are a number of important features to note in figure 5.
First there is a minimum magnetisation required to ensure that
the maximum force, marked point A on the diagram is sufficient
to achieve levitation. Secondly levitation actually appears in this
geometry while the particle is in the diamagnetic slope of its
hysteresis curve. This is due to the fact that the field in this
magnet passes through a minimum close to the magnet surface.
The point A is reached when the particle reaches the maximum in
its magnetisation curve. Thirdly the force rises very steeply, so
the levitation is stable, and minor disturbances of the particles
will not cause them to fall through. Unfortunately the force on the
particles changes by a factor of about 3 within the space of
approximately one millimetre. This means that separating
particles of differing magnetisation will not be possible in this
geometry.

An additional feature peculiar to this magnet geometry is that
there is a centring force on the particles, which keeps them neatly
placed over the hole. The field profile off the axis of this magnet
is shown in figure 4(c).

This magnet geometry is ideal for the separation of a small
quantity of superconductor from a large quantity of normal
material. The design is shown in figure 6. The chief points in
the design are as follows.
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1) The particles are placed in a sieve at the top (approximately
30 micron aperture). This is vibrated so as to allow a fine rain of
powder into the liquid nitrogen. This minimises particle clumping,
which would result in poor separation of material.

2) The particles fall through a reasonable depth of liquid
nitrogen before they reach a significant magnetic field. This is to
ensure that they become magnetised. In practice it was found
that 10mm was sufficient. Without taking this precaution the
superconducting particles tend to fall straight through the hole.

3) A side arm is provided for removal of the superconducting
material by suction. Particles removed from the central zone
must be carried over the top surface of the magnet without being
allowed to settle, since there is insufficient upward force on the
particles in this region to keep them levitating. Once near the
outer edge the magnetic field repels the particles away from the
magnet. It was found that periodic suction achieved a very
efficient removal of particles. Since the particles are carried in
the refrigerant they do not come to rest in the tube. They fall into
a container beneath the outer edge of the magnet.

Efficiency of separation.

This process achieves a very efficient separation, but because
sieving must be halted frequently to clear the central area it is not
suitable for large quantities of material. The aspect ratio and hole
diameter of the magnet was studied in some detail. It was shown
that the position of the maximum dH/dz was very insensitive to
the magnet shape. The smaller the hole, the larger the maximum
value of dH/dz was achieved. Therefore a reasonable choice of
magnet for a separator would be approximately 30mm diameter.
10mm thick, with a hole 6 to 8mm diameter.

All material which levitates is superconducting, although
obviously some non superconducting material may adhere to it.
Using a sieve at the top prevents loose material adhering to the
superconducting particles, but if the manufacturing process gives
a multiphase material, it is clearly possible for second phases to
remain adhering to the superconducting particles after grinding.
A small amount of superconducting material will be lost, due to
poor magnetisation. This loss can be minimised by careful control
of the grinding process. Some particles will be lost if the material
is allowed to collect in any quantity in the levitating zone, as
descending non superconducting particles will knock the material
through the magnet. This can be avoided by frequent clearing of
this zone.
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Magnet geometry for the separation of lare quantities of
superconducting material.

Experimentation led to the adoption of an alternative magnet
geometry. The magnet has a conical pole piece and this has the
field distribution shown in figure 7. The centring force is virtually
absent, and particles falling toward this magnet tend to fall
outwards. They do not fall onto the magnet surface, but instead
remain levitated above the magnet surface. Preliminary
experiments with this magnet resting on a white card showed that
all the superconducting material fell outside a well defined ring,
missing the outside edge of the magnet typically by two or three
millimetres. No superconducting material was observed to fall in
the inner region. The original design had a pole piece witmout a
hole. This left a problem in removing the non superconducting
material, which tended to collect on the pole pieces. When lumps
of this broke away, they were sometimes able to find their way
into the container reserved for superconductor. Experimentation
showed that in this geometry it was also possible to use a magnet
with a central hole, and in this instance the non superconducting
material falls through the central hole. Containers can be placed
strategically to cAlect the fractions. The finished design is
illustrated in figure 8.

Efficiency of separation
This method is fast and continuous, which are the important

prerequisites for an industrial process.

Conclusions

It is possible to construct a very simple magnetic separation
system to achieve a high degree of separation of superconducting
material from non superconducting material.
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Figure captions

I. A typical magnetisation curve for a large grained sample of
YBCO measured at 77K.

2 (a) The magnetic field along the axis of a cylindrical magnet
close to its pole.

(b) the field gradient, dH/dz of the magnet
(c) the field pattern in the pole region.

3. Modelling a hollow cylindrical magnet as two counterwound
solenoids.

4.(a) the magnetic field along the axis of the hollow cylindrical
magnet.

(b) the field gradient dH/dz of this magnet

(c) the field pattern in the pole region.

5. Force on a superconducting particle as it falls towards, and
through, the hollow cylindrical magnet.

6. Design of a separator for removal of a small quantity of
superconductor from a large volume of normal material,

7. The magnetic field profile close to the pole of the hollow conical
magnet.

8. Design of a separator to separate large quantities of
superconductor continuously.
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Figure 1: a typical magnetisation curve for a large
grained sample of YBCO measured at 77K.
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figure the magnetic field profile close to the pole of the hollow conical
magnet.
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Appendix III

Levitation and Damping

Internal Report by A.Perry



1. Levitation

Magnetic bearings have been developed using superconducting coils to provide aii opposinig pair of
magnetic poles that will raise rotating apparatus with little energy loss. A possible area of applicationi of
su ch bearings is in gyroscopes where very low rotational losses are required to pros ide a useful iistrunicrit

A simple form of rotating levitation consists of spinning a symmetrical mnagnei about its axis above a
superconductor sheet. A concave sheet is required to form a slight energy well that will stop the levitation
noving around the levitating sheet and slightly later falling over the edge. The fiutgriet. generally a shiart
cylinder, has a magnetic field that is invariant under rotation about its axis Since the niagiletic [lux betwea-ii
he magnet and thme superconductor is not quant sed. there awill be nio fluinnmt ii iii the superronductor rt,-

loss and hence no torque applied to it. In such a situation a gyroscope will rutm fr lonig periods ulbitct only
i,1 Hux creep. Preclimisinary experiments showced that apparenl ty svy ini-! r cal mii-Liiett suftfer uiiusual Ia

losses when rotated amid levitated 11)

Magnitude of loss

If the levitated rotation sustains loss. the local field -;eemi byv siperooiilucttie p ri cl-s inust %ary II h"ir
loss is thme area enclosed by the cycling change in the itagnetic state of the mtateriaml rlia atreat 'an ie

be measured on a miagnetisation cujrve, as the phiysicall sit nations are mimi~uctl The qunarions 111.t rele
a i measu red magnetisation curve to the critical cur retnt t ogethter wit h a disc scioti of one if ti ited int11
of measuring the mnagnetisationi using an AC magnletomleter are descrOi fel' iswr' (21 pr,' id11iL r.-Sit

iinilar to those in diagram 1.1 that wvere kindly provided by. J Blum

H

Diagram 1.2: Hysteretic loss on a inagnietisatin diagram
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These two ranges can be combined into a single smooth curve as shown in diagrami 1 3

bE Y, -MA 6B 3  if bB < 16M1
b~M(B -6M)/po Otherwise

The energy dissipated under levitation is constant for all points on the same circle about the axis of
rotattonv To calculate this dissipation for any such circle, we must consider the successive itaxita anl
mtinirna of the magnetic field along that circle.

B d2 B (< 0 )dd(i) rinazzma!
At z= X, LB Oarid >0evniIdz rx vni nininiaj

2
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Diagram 1.3: Suggested energy dissipation with respect to tield variation amriplitude

hence
dB fj>0 for .\.,<z<X,_.
7d- < 0 V2_,- < X < 2

We must consider the energy dissipated for successive increasing and decreasing sections separately. To s
useful approximation. we can use half of the dissipation calculated for a cycle 1-r ween the two limits

6Eh = 6-Z E(; BIN,) - B(.\,-) [1 2

This dissipation will occur everywhere around the current circle, so we must integrate this through the entire
superconductor sheet.

bEt.t 2,TrbEh_ (r, -)dr~i:

For a thin sheet, the parameters can he taken as independent of the sheet tlickne-s and tie integral over
can be replaced.

6E,,, 2Tr6Eh,,.(ri dr

Deceleration

In the present discussion a cylinder rotating about its axis is considered, this will have a moment of inertia

I
I---= V R22 2~ oR



Its rotational energy, E, reduces with time, decreasing by 6E, ,,, with each full rotation 60 = 2-. thus

dE I
= 6

6
E o i! dO

* E = - 2 I
2

Manipulation yields

In (L) = Constant - -E-Ot.,

2,r I.,

lhits result can be used to estimate the dissipation from measurements of the deceleration rates

Loss of detail with distance

ot,sider a magnetic field in free space

B(z, y, z) = Bexp--(cos(.;x),0,sin(,),

divB = Boexp-(-isin(,..z) - sin(-x))

=0

curl B Boexp-"(0 - 0, acos (xz) - cos -z) 0-i)

-0

A similar result applies for periodic effects in the y direction Considering the = 0 piaue as the urf'a:,
.4 the magnet, many surface profiles can be constructed using non periodic fourier algebra The niagietu,
field in free space is linear and additive, so the results can be superimposed to find the expected field prolile-
at a distance from the surface. At a distance z from a periodic field component, the local magnitude )f tiat
:oiponent is reduced by a factor of exp(-:w).

Near the edge of a circular magnetic field, there is no first order and little second order variato,,n
langential to the edge. This region can be modelled using a cut through the diameter. simplifying th,,
algebra by using a function that is periodic every 4R; where errors due to the virtual magnets one diamr,,it
away are significant loss of reolution of the real magnet is sufficiently severe that the case need no lorg-r
be considered.

For a magnetic field circle of radius R, consider a periodic field function

B = {(O,OB) (4n - 1)R < x < (4n +. )R
0 (4n + I)R < x < (4n + 3)R

Coistruct the usual sum of cosines together with a constant offset for this step Since the surfac- of th
circle is a constant magnetic field, there is no component of field in the z direction

Bl,=0 = f + f = s cos(iax) (0, 0, 1)

rhe reduction factors for the fourier components can easily be inserted This flattens the edge of the ,-irh
as can be seen in diagram 14 This result may conveniently be used in chiara.terising the height c(it a
measurement point from the magnetic circle by considering the maximum gradient of the field

When z = R, differentiating B wrt z for a given height . yields

dB, Bir
d'z- d 2 =exp(iuw

Br V where e
2RV,@ I - -2

4
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Diagram, .4: Loss of definition when at a distance from a step in magnetic field

Small perturbations

Any local variation in the surface field of the magnet must be sufficiently large in area that it is visible from
a distance, as the superconductor is likely to be at least 1 mm away. If a variation is to be effective then
it must be visible on a scale of millimetres. The resolution of the field image must be finer than this by at
least a factor of 5 in order to be able to map the shape.

If a very small variation occurs in the magnetic field covering large areas the feature will not disappear
with distance and. over a large area, can cause large losses. In order to measure a gradual variation, a
repeatable method is required so that the resulting signal has a lower noise level after averaging) than the
amplitude of such variations.

Inhomogeneities in the material used to form such a magnet and errors in its magnetisation can cause
the magnetic centre and the centre of gravity to be separate.

c= rpdV

r.= rW dS

At low rotational speeds, the magnet can rotate about its magnetic centre There will be no loss accrued
in the superconductor as the field is stationary and the moving centre of gravity merely requires the local
levitating force to vary. The magnet will tilt very slightly down in the direction of the centre of mass from
lie magnetic centre A very small field increase with negligible flux motion can provide extra lift (because

5



the local field is increasing) and the tiny field reduction on the other side can produce a relatively large
reduction in lift.

B'(r) = B(r) + rB(O) x Const

6B(r) = B'(r) - B(r) = B() rd,,

R
2

While at low speeds the losses are negligible, at higher rotation speeds the centripetal force on the oIT
axis centre of gravity can no longer be countered by the superconductor and the magnet starts to rotate
about its centre of gravity. The magnetic field moves in circles; at each point the magnetic field change.
apparent radius by twice the distance between the two centres. Thus

dB(r)6B(r) = B(e)2d2 ,, dr

I'lus is clearly much larger than the low speed loss.

If the edge of the magnet is chipped the field that would have appeared perpendicular to rh fact- lf zh,I
magnet. will appear perpendicular to the surface of the chip. As can be seen in diagram 1 5, eah -hip wil
modify the local edge field, providing a surface field

6B(r)=B(O)(l -sinO) for R-u,< r < R

I his field step will be rounded by distance.

f -. .5-c .

Diagrami .5: Small field change due to a chipped magnet edge

Velocity measurement

In order to characterise the losses and vibration modes of a magnet undergoing levitation. a stopwatch suite,
to timing repeating events was needed. A simple stopwatch could not ineasure the ciange of frequent. with
time and so was not suitable to measuring deceleration.

There was no timer capable of the task conveniently available, so aii additional subroutine to read data
into the computer program EXAMINE (described in the next c:hapterl was created. Thus s.imple routine

measures elapsed time between successive impulses and records the sequence of values into a data blork

!t



Inaccuracies in the measurement of absolute time for the instants (that are only accurate to 50 rns) can be
reduced to insignificance by averaging or fitting the results to a curve.

An error in determining the position in time of an impulse affects the measured values of the neighbouring
intervals in opposite directions. Averaging and curve fitting both reject such components very well

Such preprocessing can be performed using the standard facilities of EXAMINE. The individual tins
intervals can be inverted into angular velocities and analysed to find required values.

It had been intended to use an optosensor that could be read directly by the computer to provide the
signals. Difficulties were experienced due to frost deposition on the windows, due to the low temperature
affecting the sensor and due to the difficulties in targeting the sensor unit on the correct magnet region Tfw
iiost reliable method of acquiring impulses was using the human eye and brain for preprocessing and lh,
keyboard for data entry. The repetetive nature of the signals made this easy and reliable.

Estimating feature sizes

It is well known that, for a given magnet and superconductor. there is a range of stable levitation hicithts
available. These can be exploited when attempting to gain infornation about the magnetic fleld of the
magnet. We have seen that, in order to be effective, features have to be at least as large as the levitation
height: in fact. they must be comparable in size to the levitation height as the limited surface area olf tli
magnet places an tipper limit on the size of features that can occur.

We have already found how to determine the energy loss per rotation from a sequence of angular
velocity measurements. If the resulting loss value is plotted against levitation height, classes of features may
be recognised by their characteristic dimension.

A feature, on the verge of effectiveness, might have a dimension I characteristic of its size. The magnitude
*B of th- feature will be reduced according to the levitation height : and for 6B < SA1 the energy loss varies
ais B3

. Then
1mB, = 6Bo exp -:/I,

rE = const x 6B

x exp(-3z/i, )

6E =-K, exp3-

= K, (In Z)-3/11

A plot of 6Et,,a1 against In: as in diagram 1.6 may allow estimates of feature sizes to be made. The results
of this estimation for the magnet are given in the results chapter.

Magnetic centre displacement

An alternative to the rotation of the magnet about a vertical axis is to rotate it about a horizontal -,axis in
the manner of a wheel. The description of the effects of a displaced tmagnetic centre as above still apply with
the addition at very low speeds of a new effect.

At low speeds, the transverse force across the magnet due to gravity acting at the centre of mass can
supply sufficient torque to stop rotation from occurring. The magnet then performs Simple Harmonic Motion
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Magnetic Field Inhomogeneity.

To check the correlation between damping and superconductor loss it was necessary
to know the field fluctuations induced by the magnet. The magnetic field was
measured on a fine scale by rotating the magnet in a lathe close to a very small search
coil (200 turns with an effective radius of 0.14 mm). The waveform was picked on a
signal capture system and averaged to reduce noise. The main errors with this system
arise from vibration in the lathe head which give synchronous voltages even with a
perfectly homogeneous magnet. It was possible to eliminate most of these by tracking
the coil across the magnet in different planes and looking for features associated with
the magnet position rather than the lathe head position. It was also necessary to keep
the coil very close to the magnet and then predict the field fluctuations at the larger
distance of the levitated magnet. A contour map of the field fluctuations across the
magnet surface follows (Fig.1). The surface field was 33 mT and typical field
fluctuations about 3 mT. The largest component was caused by a small chip in the edge
of the magnet.

Comparison with Damping

The loss per cycle for large speeds was increased because inertial forces caused the
magnet to wobble. At low speeds the hysteresis loss was 3.5 nJ per revolution. The
loss predicted from the field fluctuations was about five times larger than this which is
acceptable agreement given the difficulty in measuring small field fluctuations on a fine
scale. It appears that the superconductor hysteresis loss is sufficient to explain the
damping observed. The very high value compared with Niobium is due partly to the
low value of Hc 1 in these materials and partly to their granular nature which means that
there are losses on the surface of every grain. If high critical current densities could
be carried across the grains the performance would be greatly improved.
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Flux trapping and magnetization of hollow
superconducting cylinders*

F.J. Eberhardt, A.D. Hibbs and A.M. Campbell

Interdisciplinary Research Centre in Superconductivity, West Cambridge Site, Madingley
Road. Cambridge, UK

The magnetization of hollow cylinders of high Tc material and the field trapped inside them
has been measured by integrating the signal from coils outside and inside the cylinders. The
two coils allow the field trapped in the grains themselves to be separated from the field due
to the circulating currents. The trapped field tells us the maximum field that can be expected
in a magnet. If J, drops rapidly with field the parameter which will determine the trapped
field is not the zero field critical current density but the field at which it is reduced by half.
A comparison is made of various preparation methods.

Keywords: high T, superconductivity; magnetization; critical currents

Powders of yttrium barium copper oxide which have been A hollow cylinder fabricated out of this material is an
compressed and sintered into a solid block show two interesting geometry for a number of reasons:
,uperconducting pathways. One is confined to the
individual grains (the intragrain current) and hasacritical I it is possible to separate out the effects of the tvw,

current density. J,, of approximately 106 Acm - 'at 4K. currents, since the fields due to the flux in the core and

The other can cross grain boundaries Ithe intergrain the flux in the material are in the opposite sense in the

currentl, but has a much lower J. in the materials core but in the same sense outside the cylinder, as

fabricated so far. This is illustrated in Figure 1. For shown in Figure 2;

practical purposes it is necessary to bring the intergrain 2 this geometry may be used for screening purposes: and
current density up to the values achieved within grains. 3 it is easy to make and it may be the most effectise
When the material is exposed to a magnetic field the geometry for making permanent magnets since it is a1

currents in the grains cause a magnetization of the more efficient use of material.
material, and the intergratn currents form a screening
current This is illustrated in Figure 2.

Maximum screened field

The critical current densities of these materials fall very
rapidly in the presence of a small magnetic field'. The
fall is approximately exponential: illustrated schemati-C cally in Figure 3. If'a field of strength B, is required in

A the core of a solenoid of this material the wire would he
restricted to operate at the critical current density J.,
Since the current density in a solenoid is uniform the field
will fall off linearly in the wall of the solenoid.

In contrast a magnet made from a solid block of thi',
material would have a field profile which was not linear
The critical current density in the material would .tart
at J, in the centre and rise as the ambient fie!d fell.
reaching the zero field value of J, at the outer edge. Hence.
the thickness of material required would be less. It is
worth pointing out that if the fall of J, with applied field

Figure 1 Alternative current paths i vitrium barium copper oxide: is approximately exponential an important parameter for
large currents within grams. small currents between them these materials will be the value of field at which the

critical current density has fallen to half the zero field
'Paper Presented at Critical Currents in High T, Superconductors. value, as from this point the size of cylinder required to
BSomrngham. UK 16 May 1988 contain a larger field will rise cxponrentially also

0011 2275/88/100681 04 S03 00
1988 Butterwonh & Co (Publishers) Lid
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Figure 2 Schematic diagrams showing. (a) circulating bulk Profile of B in solid cylinder wall when a ietl B is trapped ,n tte
currents trapping flue in the core. (bI currents in grais magnetizing centre c) Profile of J en sold cylinder wall when a field B. s
the material trapped in the centre

This follows from the critical state equation. If this field The thickness of wall predicted from this equation isis denoted B= the critical state equation is always larger than for the case where a solid block of

dB material is used, since in the latter case the full potpntuald = oJ o p -B'B ,) of the m aterial to carry currents betw een J , and ./ o is
being used.

where J00 is the zero field ctical current density. This In this work cylinders of sintered YBCO have been
has a solution fabricated. Magnetic fields have been applied to these.

and the fields inside and outside have been measured#o~ d= Bjexp( BiBj - I ] using coils.
It can be seen that when B, > B= the wall thickness rises
exponentially.

If the material was fabricated into wire the thickness Experimental procedure
of solenoid required to hold back the same field would be Yttrium barium copper oxide was made by mixing yttrium
liJd = Bexp(BiB,) oxide, copper II oxide and either barium carbonate or
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Flux trapping and magnetization of hollow cylinder- F.J- Eberhardt et al.

barium nitrate in the correct stoichiometric proportions where J, is the critical current density of the intergram
and firing at 950 C for several hours. The powders were current and L. i s the mutual inductance between the
ground and pressed into moulds to give cylinders of the search coil and a one turn per metre close wound coil
approximate dimensions 8 mmi.d.. 14mm o.d. and 10-13 filling the layer of thickness w.
mm long. Some powders were pressed dry and some were In the extreme case of an infinite cylinder the inner
wet with acetone to facilitate handling. All cylinders were coil responds only to J, and the outer coil to the sum of
annealed in flowing oxygen. Two further cylinders were the currents. In finite sized coils the coupling is still
fabricated from bismuth calcium strontium copper oxide different but to extract the values of J, and M separatel
to the stoichiometry (1 : :1: 2). it is necessary to calculate the mutual inductances

The cylinders were cooled in liquid nitrogen and Mutual inductances were calculated using the formulae
exposed to a magnetic field for about halfa minute. Two and tables in Reference 3. These formulae are for single
coils were wound, each with 800 turns, one to fit into the layer coils. A computer program was written which
core of the cylinder and the other to go outside it {see treated each coil as a succession of concentric slices. Each
Figure 4). The superconducting cylinder was lowered into slice was treated as a single layer coil of the appropriate
the larger coil or passed over the smaller, inducing mean radius and winding density. and the contributions
voltages which were integrated. The coils themselves were from each layer in one coil to each layer in the other
rather sensitive to movements in the earth's field and so summed. The calculations were checked by measuring
were kept stationary. the signal in a third coil and the agreement between

The magnetization ofthe bulk material can be modelled calculated and measured sgnals was within
by considering it to be equivalent to two opposing current
sheets on the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder, fit
is assumed that the magnetization of each grain is the Results
same). The signal in a search cotl is then given by In almost all samples the field in the centre coil Aas in

the same sense as the applied field, indicating the presence
1 , dt = MiL, - Lo) of trapped flux. When a cylinder was slit axially, the bulkcurrent pathway was interrupted and the signal changed

sign.
where .4 is the magnetization of the sample, and L, and It was originally assumed that since the critical current
L. are the mutual inductances between the search coil density falls so rapidly with applied field, almost all of it
and close wound one turn per metre coils on the inner could be considered to be flowing in a region approxi-
and outer surface of the cylinder, respectively. By a one mately l 5th of the cylinder wall thickness around the
turn per metre coil we mean the inductance of a closely outside edge of the superconducting cylinder. This
wound coil of n turns per metre divided by n. assumption was checked using cylinders in which the

Intergrain currents flowing in a shell ofthickness w give signal had been measured both on a complete cylinder
a signal and one which had been slit axially. This revealed that

the two coils gave comparable values for J, if the currents
were considered to flow in the region close to the centre

Vdt =hwL. surface of the cylinder wall. We believe that this is due
to the fact that in these samples the magnetization and
trapped flux produce fields of similar magnitude in the
centre, causing the net field experienced by the material
to be lower on the inner surface than the outer surface.

The results are shown in Table 1. Samples 1-3 were
all made using barium carbonate as precursor. It can be
seen that there is very little difference between those
fabricated with the aid of acetone and those which were
not. The handling of wet powder was much easier than
dry powder. Critical current densities are low. However,
these are not zero field critical current densities. There
is a field of up to 3 mT trapped in the core, as the cylinder

t walls are quite thick. The best sample used barium nitrate
I [as one of the precursor materials (sample 4). This had a
I ,critical current density five times better Two cylinders

were also made from the bismuth calcium strontium
copper oxide material Ul:I 1:21. One was ground to a
powder and its diamagnetic susceptibility measured. This
showed that the material contained both the high T,
phase ( 110 K) and the lower T, phase z-85 K). and
the overall susceptibility was comparable to the material
used in samples 1-3. The second cylinder was tested for
trapped flux. No signal was detectable from the centre
coil and the outer coil gave a very small signal. This

Figure 4 Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of the enables us to put an upper limit on 14 of 0.1 mT but we
measuring coils cannot say whether there are significant inter"rain
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Table 1 Results of critical current density and magnetization measurements on samples 1 5

Sample number Method of manufacture J,(Acm 2) Magnetization inTl

1 Powder pressed dry 77 0 72
2 Powder pressed wet 66 0 18
3 Powder pressed wet 72 0 53
4 Powder pressed dry 370 1 7

(nitrate precursor
5 Bismuth compound 70 1

currents present. These results are consistent with Acknowledgement
magetiatin rsuls'.The authors would like to thank the U'S armx for theitr

Conclusions support of this project.

The measuring technique developed can give values of
ntergrain currents and magnetization without requiring References

contact to be made to the specimen. Like all measurements
without a bias field there are considerable uncertainties. ICmbl.AM.lib.SD.Eehri . .ilS.hhs 1l
as the magnetization is not itself constant in the presence and Eveits. J.E. %lnt..rci,i n id critii c-ensk in neih I
of small fields. The geometry described is suitable for the pinsders Paper preesied to the C-,nferen~e on Ko~h I SN
manufacture of permanent magnets once critical current cianductiiw.ii Boiroir ISA i157i

densities are raised to a more acceptable level. Although 2 Kupfer. ff.. *'.pfelsiai. I., Schauer. W~. Flukieer. R.. %leier-llirmit'r.
the bismuth compound is easier and cheaper to make R. And %Nuhi. If. / P"h, H I'5 11.7 9 1 55

Grover. ['A. lnau, i,i -( fi:iiifiDoi- ui u'
than the yttrium compound, preliminary results suggest 119731
that it has exceedingly small critical current densities. 4 Hibbs, A.D. Persosal ommunicastionit 198M
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Abstract. An analysis is made of the screening of low-frequency magnetic fields by
high-T. superconductors. Screening can occur either through the cumulative effect
of a composite of isolated diamagnetic particles, or by the induction of bulk
transport currents it the particles are connected. In the former case it is possible to
define a screening parameters = t/pa where t is the screen thickness, p the
permeability and a the size of the system. There is only significant screening if the
parameter is large. Even when screening is significant demagnetising effects put a
rather low limit on the maximum field that can be screened so the conclusion is that
screens made up of insulated superconducting particles are likely to be of very
limited application.

1. Introduction identical to the increasing (or. if appropriate.
decreasing) curve of the irreversible superconductor

The diamagnetism of high-T superconductors is divisi- The irreversible material will behave in the same way as
ble into two components. One is due to currents passing the imaginary reversible material provided there are no
between grains, the other to currents within grains, regions in which the local currents reverse, and provid-
Since it is proving very difficult to carry high currents ed we do not try to use expressions involving the
between grains it is of interest to determine how useful entropy of the system.
an array of independent diamagnetic grains might be To make the problem tractable we can split the
for the purposes of screening and levitation. Screening magnetisation curve into three regimes. At low fields the
due to transport currents must be treated separately, material is linear and reversible with a small per-

meability. This holds up to a value of H where the mav-
netisation goes through a maximum. We shall cAl, this

2. Fields In composite superconductors H1I. At higher fields the material can be regarded as a

It is first necessary t establish the extent to which the permanent magnet with a magnetisatton determined by
classical theory of permeable materials can be used. A the applied field. This magnetisation is small compared

reversible type II superconductor of any shape can be with H and will be positive or negative according to
whether the external field has been increased ortreated as an ordinary magnetic material provided we decreased. It does not change rapidly with field.

define H for any value of B as the external field in equi-
librium with that B in a long cylinder parallel to the
field [I, 2]. The magnetisation, M, is then defined in the 3. The permeability of composites
general case as B/p0 - H. If we make a composite con-
sisting of isolated particles of this material we can still The permeability of a composite is not easd calculated
use the same expressions and definitions. We define B as in the most general case. For a dilute array we can add
the average flux density over a region large compared up the moments of individual particles in the applied
with the particle spacing and obtain the B-H curve by field and extend the range of validity by using the
measuring the flux density in a sample of zero demagne- Lorentz theory of dielectric constants. The result for a
tising factor. volume fraction f of spherical particles is p = I -

If, as is normally the case, the magnetisation is 3f/(f+ 2).
dominated by hysteretic effects the theoretical argu- A concentrated array is more likely to be of practi-
ments based on thermodynamic equilibrium break cal interest and we can calculate the permeability of a
down, but the magnetic behaviour does not depend on set of superconducting cubes with a thin air space
the assumptions of equilibrium provided the field is between them, provided we apply the field perpendicu-
changed monotonically. The behaviour of a material lar to the cube faces. If the gap between each cube face
consisting of insulated particles depends only on local is 2d and the cubes have side a. the permeability is just
values of B and the H(B) curve, as measured on a long the area fraction of free space on a cross section. i.e.
thin sample, if we now define H as the external field in P = 4da/a2. The volume fraction is given by I - f =
this experiment. We can then imagine a reversible 6da2'a 3 so Y = ill -j1. More complex geometries are
material with any H(B) curve we like and choose one best worked out by using the analogue of an array of
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electrical conductors in place of the interstices between screen is
the grains, but the effect will only be to change the 1 2 Pb
into another similar factor. It should be remembered I + - ( -ju: I -

when working out the effective volume fraction at high 9' a3/

densities that even if the grains are touching there is an This is the same as the screening factor for the uniform
effective air space equal to twice the penetration depth external field. The factor by which H is increased in the
between the grains, material is also the same as in § 4.1.

4.3. Case (iii). Infinite sheet
4. Screening If the magnet is placed close to an infinite flat sheet, we

can find the field on the other side of the sheet ThereWe assume the material is linear with a permeability ,p.
are a number of different configurations, but the basic

4.1. Case (i). A spherical shell of superconductor in a problem is the same as that of a point charge above a

uniform external field Ho dielectric sheet. To obtain the results for the magnetic
case it is only necessary to replace E by H and e by p.

This can be solved exactly by using a magnetostatic The solution can be found in Smythe [3]. If we put a
potential containing dipole and uniform field terms and charge q at the origin, and a sheet of thickness t and
matching boundary conditions at the inner and outer dielectric constant r perpendicular to the : axis, the field
radii. If the external radius is a, and the internal radius on the other side of the sheet is
is b. then the interior has a uniform field H i given by q(1 - 8 [ kJ)(kp) e -:

H, 2/(1 b3'\ J-. - -- I-, 1 +-Il 1)z. 4
7te0  I-l -8e--k dk

H, 9ja a/ where fi = ( E- ij/e + II and p is the radial distance

If we put t a - b, and assume both small pi and from the - axis. This can be written as the sum of the
small cia this expression reduces to fields due to a set of image charges by expanding the

H0 /H1= I + 2tl3p.a. bottom line with the binomial theorem. The potential is

In order to get significant screening we must have q'Al -f) 1 I 
+  2

<i c ra. To take a specific example if the thickness is 4ne5 sJ +P 2 2 +

10% of the external diameter and y = 0.01 the field is + P4

reduced by a factor of 8. It can be seen that the material +[(z + 4t)2 + 1)-J' 2 I
must be very close to complete densification if reason-
able screening factors are to be obtained. Since there is Notice that this does not depend on the position of

nnof each particle by ;, as well as the screening sheet. Only the distance to the charge. :. is
inevtabl peetraionrelevant. This expression can be applied directly to a

the distance occupied by currents in the grains, it is also
important not to use very small sized particles, magnet with widely separated poles, each of Ahich

We shall define the screening factor s by s = t/ga, i.e. behaves like a point charge, but similar results will be
We salldefne he crenin fatora b s c/a. ~e. obtained for other shapes The image system. which is

the relative thickness of the screen divided by the mean

permeability. A similar parameter can be defined for always valid, consists of a charge reduced by i I - W) in

most geometries, In this case if s is large the field is the original position, with charges #2(1 - /) at : -r.

reduced by a factor 2s/3. 6
4

1 - fl2) at : + 4t etc. This applies to all magnets and

The maximum field that can be screened is consider- coils. The maximum screening is with the magnet

ably smaller than the peak of the magnetisation curve, touching the screen and the test point immediately on

If t/a and u are both small the maximum value of the the other side of the screen. Then r = and p = 0 and If

effective H in the material is H0 (p + 2t/3a)- . For small I the series can be summed. We find that the field

s the internal field is increased by a factor I/pu and for on the axis is reduced by a factor of 4.9p. If : > ( the

large s it is increased by a factor 1.5a/t. For the example exponential on the bottom line can be approximated to

given above it is 15H o . Hence the maximum field that (I - 2kt) and the integral becomes

can be screened is about Hf,/15 or typically I mT. This q e- dx
can be understood from the fact that the energy avail- 47i o: o 1 + sx 2
able to exclude the field depends on the volume of
superconductor, so thin shells cannot exclude such large where s = (E - l) 2

tr:. The screening factor for this

fields as solid spheres. Results for cylinders are qualitat- geometry, using superconductors, is s = (p - I)'t A:.
It can be seen that for small p the value of the inte-

ively similar to those for spheres. gral depends on t/p:. This is a similar factor to the one

4.2. Case (ii). Magnet inside a diamagnetic shell appearing in the screening by complete shells, with the
distance to the magnet replacing the shell radius. For

This can also be solved in a similar way, and the results small values of s the field is reduced by a factor (I - s).
are similar to those of § 4.1. The ratio of the dipole Numerical integration shows that in general the field is
moment without screening to that measured outside the reduced by about 0.6 when s - I and the minimum is
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.the value derived above, 4.9y, when both magnet and distance z is from the magnet to the sheet), and for s =
test point are touching the screen, the image strength is about i of the !evitated magnet.

The demagnetisation effects in the spherical solution Most levitation takes place at distances comparable
also appear in this geometry. For this purpose the with the thickness of the superconducting layer, so quite
appropriate z is the distance from the magnet to the high permeabilities arc tolerable. Films under 10 pm are
screen. For z < t the field in the superconductor is unlikely to cause levitation without transport currents
increased by a factor 2/(1 + M). For small t the factor is being carried. Only very small magnets could get close
I/,p for small s and 2z/t foir large s. A reasonable enough and then the high field near the pole pieces will
approximation is a factor l/(A + t/2z). Thus thin sheets drive the film beyond H,,.
can be driven beyond H,, even if the field was much less
than this before the screen was inserted.

6. Screening using transport currents

5. Screening of coils If the currents can be carried over macroscopic dis-
tances these will provide much more effective screening.

A common arrangement for detecting superconductivity The current densities required can be calculated easilN
is to insert a sheet of the material between two thin coils in the situations above. For example a current of
and measure the mutual inductance between them. The I sin 0 A m- flowing in a spherical shell produces a
argument used to justify a series of images is valid for uniform field inside of 21,3 A m- ' Hence to screen out
coils as well as charges, but the values of mutual induc- a field of H. we need a maximum current
tance are more difficult to calculate and another vari- 1.5Ho A m' so the current density is J, = 1.5HO t
able, the ratio of diameter to spacing, is involved, where t is the screen thickness. In general a field of H,)

The set of primary coils seen by the secondary is can be screened by a screen of thickness t where J t -
derived from the series in equation (I). If the sheet is of H. However the very rapid variation of J. with H,, in
thickness t and the coils are : apart it consists of coils of high-T, superconductors leads to an effective limit on
strength (0 - ft'), #'(i - /fl), /,( 1 - f2) ... situated at the field that can be screened.
:, : + 2t, z + 4 ... respectively. Values of mutual While the current density is dominated by normal
inductance can be obtained from reference [4] and the barriers it will vary approximately exponentially with
series summed numerically for any particular case. We field. Suppose J. = J,0 exp - H. H,,) where H,, is a con-
summarise the general conclusions here. stant dependent on the nature and thickness of the

Firstly, if the spacing of the coils is large compared weak links. Then if we consider the field distribution
with their radius they behave as two magnetic dipoles across a slab of superconductor parailel to the field
and all the results of the earlier sections can be used. If
the coils are close compared with their radius, the
inductance of the iniage coils does not change much if H = 0 at x = 0 the solution is
until they are further apart than their radius. The
number of terms for which this holds in the series of Joox HexpiHH, - 1]
equation 1) is of order r/t where r is the coil radius. If This means that for fields greater than H, the thickness
we cut off the series at this point, the field is reduced by of the screen rises exponentially so that the effective
I - fl" where n - r/t, but with a minimum value of 1. limit for screening is H, This is also the maximum field
This works for both small values of # and for P = 1. In that can be generated in a magnet wound with wire of
this latter case /f 1 - 2pu and the field is reduced by the same material. Thus for practical applications to
prit. This fits in with previous geometries if the relevant magnets the most important parameter is not the zero-
size in the screening factor is the coil radius, field critical current density, but the field at Ahich J

These results apply to an infinite sheet, and sheets of falls to about half this value.
a diameter comparable to the coil diameter require
more detailed analysis.

The general conclusion to be drawn is that a Acknowledgments
material made up of individual superconducting grains
is not a very effective screen. Firstly the permeability I would like to thank the US Army for helping to
must be very close to zero if the screen is to be thin support this work.
compared with the dimensions of the screened space.
Secondly, if good screening is achieved by a thin sheet it
follows that the value of H is greatly increased in the References
material so that the magnitude of field that can be
screened without driving the material over the peak in I Josephson B D 1966 Phs. Rev. 152 A2II
the magnetisation curve is very small. [2] Campbell A M and Evetts J E 1972.4di. Phvs. 21 199

Experiments on levitation are carried out 3] Smythe W R 1968 Static and Dnaric Electrit$i.I Newnormally York: McGraw-Hill) p 192with rather thick sheets. The magnitude of the image [4] Grover F W 1973 Inductance Calculations (Research
magnet becomes small if s becomes small (the relevant Triangle Park, NC. Instrument Society of Amenca)
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Abstract. Solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equations are found for three types of
barrier which could be the cause of low current densities in high-T.
superconductors. Since the depairing current of bulk material is so much higher
than the critical current densities observed, the effect of the barrier on the

Ginzburg-Landau parameters must be large to explain the magnitudes of the
currents. However, the variation of critical current with temperature shows a large

drop well below T., which may explain the region of relative reversibility often

seen below T., and with suitable parameters the critical current drops rapidly with

grain boundary angle as observed experimentally.

1. Introduction The Ginzburg-Landau free energ, is then given by

The most characteristic feature of high-T superconduc- f_- = .+ 1 h d - - d)

tors is the low value of their critical current densities. 2 2m d x "-* m dx)
The Ginzburg-Landau equations have been remarkably l1)

successful in predicting the properties of superconduc-
tors, and even when used in regimes beyond their theo- We assume that the parameters -. 3 and m" are

retical validity they frequently give qualitatively correct smoothly varying functions of position and use the cal-

conclusions. In this paper we calculate critical current culus of variations to minimise f f dx across the bound-

densities for three types of boundary in a superconduc- ary. The values of w and 0 are fixed at large distances

tor. The first is a planar defect in a homogeneous from the boundary for a given current so that the con-

material in which the boundary condition on q1 is the ditions for the integral to be a minimum are

same as at a boundary with free space. The second is a
barrier in which the superconducting parameters vary ff d ci a i d ci

smoothly over several coherence lengths, and the third a ilUi dx ,' ( A dy a1)'
similar barrier consisting of a dislocation array making
up a low-angle grain boundary. where @'= d(/dx and 0' = dO.dx. These lead to the

Ginzburg-Landau equations appropriate for spatially
varying properties:

d ( h2 d) h" 2 #, 0V2)

2. The general method dx ?n +x - +"

The model used is that of a planar barrier region across and
which the Ginzburg-Landau material parameters vary . dO
smoothly with position. We assume the approximations j = - -3)

commonly adopted for weak links, that is to say that m° dx
the problem is one dimensional, and that the field is
small, so that the vector potential, A, can be neglected. Substituting for 0 in (2) gives the equation we require to
This implies that the junction is small compared with solve for 0:
the Josephson penetration depth. The current density is
then uniform across the junction. We write the order d (h" dO = +J4

parameter as We". dx \m" dx - = 2
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We see that the Ginzburg-Landau equations can be For j = 0 a solution could always be found. For
used virtually in their usual form provided we take m* large j, y" is always positive so the solution diverges. By
to be constant. increasingj from zero until no solution could be found.

It is the purpose of this paper to draw essentially a value for the critical current density could be
qualitative conclusions about the boundaries in high-T, obtained. The procedure was not always straightfor-
superconductors so therefore a number of simplifying ward since close to the critical current dens,i..-r.
assumptions will be made to avoid having too many small increments in y at x = 0 had to be used to avoid
unknown parameters. We shall assume that m* is con- missing a solution. However, it was usually possible to
stant as the simplest course to take. Other assumptions determine the critical current to better than I
are unlikely to change the general conclusions.

To make the parameters more physically accessible
we put them in terms of physically measurable quan- 3. Types of barrier
tities. These are

= -h:!2m*:a 3.1. Incoherent boundaries

H = /The first type of barrier considered does not involve a

m.
2  continuous variation of the local critical field but takes

2, e- "a uniform material with a modified boundary condition.
At a free surface the boundary condition normally

In what follows the subscript :c refers to these param- assumed is that , 0 but this boundary condition
eters in bulk, undamaged, material well away from a must be changed i. is small tI.23. The ttue boundary
boundary. We put condition is A dv, dx = ip where A is a characteristic

32 e2 
xl' distance determined by the effective reduction. or

J, = ; * F increase, of T at the boundary. %e assume that this is
the boundary condition on ' at the boundary but that

This is the bulk depairing current. 2, 2H , 3., 3;.. Also instead of free space or an insulator there is a similar
put superconductor on the other side of the boundary. In

these circumstances ,, wil be continuous across the
boundary and a current can flow across it.

which is the order parameter normalised to I far from The variation of to is shown in figure I for A = .-(T).
the boundary, with zero current flowing. Equation (4) where 1,(T) is the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length.

can then be written as The two graphs show the order parameter for zero
4 (J- H(.,,v current and the critical current. Figure 2 shows the cal-

-" (. , .7 ' " ( y = 0. (5) culated critical current density as a function of A. '(T
27 . .Y H_ The critical current density is normalised to the de-

To reduce the number of possibilities we now pairing current density 0.54H, ;.. which is about

assume that the type of damage occurring at boundaries 10' A cm- 2 at 0 K. The critical current density is

affects mainly the electron--electron interaction. produc- roughly proportional to A. tT for A < tTl. The

ing an effect similar to raising the temperature. That is.
we assume that fl is constant and a varies across the
boundary. rhis is equivalent to assuming that H, is ':

changed while K remains constant. Once again it is easy
to try other variations but qualitative results should be
similar. i /

In terms of the dimensionless quantities

x = x,,, j = J,J, h(x) = H,(x , /H

equation 15) becomes g

7- ht15)'- =0.

This is the differential equation that was solved numeri-
cally. A barrier symmetric in x was assumed. For large
values of y at x = 0 the solution diverges, and for small
values it oscillates, so various values were tried until a ,sa,, rm .
solution was found that did neither of these, up to a Figure 1. Variation of order parameter with distance from
distance of five or more times the boundary width. This the boundary A = -. The two curves are for/ I 0 and for
determined the relative order parameter, y, at the origin I = 0 5 1 = I is the buik depairing current and 05 the
to I part in 10"6 critical current of the barrier
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Figure 2. Critical current density as a function of A s

product J, 5,1T) A lies between 0.2 and 0.64 for A i T :1 1

between I and 0.04. Figure 4. The variatin of the order parameter with
distance ifhf = H J - expi -x1)] The order parameter
is shown for two values of the current, = 0 and1 = 0 5

3.2. Variation with temperature

The variation of J with temperature is due partl, to of suppression of l1, at the centre of the barrier is given

the variation of - with temperature and partlv to the b. a and the width of the barrier in units of the coher-
reduction in the order parameter. The expression for A ence length b. ,n The boundar, condition is now
given in reference [I] jis \ = T, di T - 7,i. Here d is dw dx =01 at x = 1 A typical result is shown in figure

the lattice spacing, which we take to equal to .o and 4 Here A = I - epi -x-. in other words a damaged

T, is the critical temperature of the surface region. This region of half width w here the critical field just
is likely to be reduced since diffuse scattering leads reaches zero at the centre. The values are symmetric
to the removal of half the Gorkov kernel. If we suppose about the v axis and onlx positive x is shown. The

T is zero so that .\ = o and also .liT = lghter curve shows the assumed variatton in it. i.e. ; in
I - IT T)21- i 2with 1 = 93 K we can calculate the Ginzburg-Landau free energy. The heavier curves

the variation of'J. with T. show the variation of v at two values off: one isI = 0
Figure 3 shows the result. Since ,21T) only varies by and the other is j = o.5. the highest current for which a

a factor of four up to 90 K the main source of the solution could be found.
reduction in J. is the reduction in the bulk depairing
current, which is reduced by [I -- IT T)2] This is a
factor of 7.7 at 80 K. which is the sort of reduction often 3.4. Larger barriers

observed between helium and nitrogen temperatures. The calculations were repeated for barriers with larger

values of a and n. which involves extrapolation of the

3.3. Damaged barriers Ginzburg-Landau theory into material in which a is
positive. This is certainly valid for a superconductor not

The second type of barrier considered is the kind of far above its critical temperature and is a plausible
effect produced by a process such as irradiating a short hypothesis for materal that does not become supercon-
section of a superconducting strip. This was modelled ducting even at absolute zero.
by making a vary as 1 - a exp[( - x ,t)

z
] -The degree The results are shown in Figure 5. This shows the

reduction in the depairing current at various values of a
2 .for n = I to 6. We conclude that j, drops roughly expo-

nentially with both width and depth of the drop in H,
at the boundary Bands covering the current densities

seen in sintered materials i.e. 1000 A cm - ) and single
2 21- 'crystals (30000 A cm-) are shaded. These show that

in sintered materials the foot of the barrier we are
looking for could be. for example, just normal at the
centre with a half width of greater than 64, or could be
distorted ten times the amount needed to decrease it to
normal, over a width ,.

3.5. Temperature dependence

Figure 3. Critical current as a function of temperature for In order to predict the temperature dependence of J, we
need to know how I1, varies with temperiture. We
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assume This equation was solved as before for various values of
and figure - shows the results for T = 93. t = 5 and

I = HcOiI T, au = 2.
The theoretical surve looks a bit like a Gaussian of

To use this we also need to know how T varies across half width about half T . However. over the range
the barrier, given the variation of H,. We suppose that 4-50 K it is remarkably linear, extrapolating to zero at
the damage reduces i by the same amount at all tem- around 50 K. Above 50 K the critical current density
peratures, leaving P constant. The variation of H, with decays rapidly to very low values. By changing the
temperature in damaged and undamaged material is parameters it is possible to van. the critical current
illustrated in figure 6. The curve for undamaged density and the temperature at which it becomes small
material is shifted down by the damage, with the impli- but the general shape of the curve remains similar. The
cation that H, is proportional to T,. Since the tem- lower is J, at 0 K the lower is the temperature at which
perature is varying we now have to normalise equations J, starts to drop rapidly.
to the values at 0 K well away from the boundary, i.e.
o, H(0) and J(0). As before. , and H_ refer to values

well away from the boundary at the temperature of 3.6. Low-angle grain boundaries
interest. Then Experiments by Dimos et al [3] have shown that low-

i= 1-OH,() 1H_)"' angle grain boundaries can cause significant reductions
in critical current density, even when apparently quite

= Jo(Hc"H¢()) 5 '2  clean. A low-angle grain boundary is made up of a row
of edge dislocations, and outside the dislocation cores,

and which only occupy a small proportion of the boundary,
Hcm = H(0)(l - (T/T)

2
] = H(0XI - t). the main effect is a large linear elastic strain. It is

extremely difficult to apply such large strains to bulk
Putting the distance in units of -0 and substituting samples except under purely hydrostatic conditions so
f = J normalised by the depairing current at 0 K in there are few data on the effect of shear strains on T It

is plausible that the effect is large, notwithstanding the
small effect of hydrostatic pressure. A shear strain of I
produces essentially a d;fferent crystal structure which is
unlikely to be superconducting. Within the limitations

H ,~..-----. . of a one-dimensional solution we model the effect of a
grain boundary as follows. We assume that T falls as
the square of the strain to preserve the symmetry of the
boundary. Since T is insensitive to pressure the com-

"* Trste . ponent of strain used was the von Mises equivalent

Figure 6. Variation of T, with H, (i a Y) The upper curve is shear strain. For the results shown the sensitivity to
for undamaged material and the lower for damaged strain was taken to be such that T, was reduced to zero
material. by a strain of 10%. This would correspond to a stress of
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Figure 8. The variation of H, and v near a low-angle grain perature. The critical current density of the complete
boundary of 6 inclination if T. goes to zero at a strain of boundary could be obtained by repeating the solutions
10%. The order parameter is plotted for both zero and for values of v between the dislocation cores and
critical current. averaging, but in view of the other approximations

made we have not done this. A full solution would

about 4 GPa. The relation between T and H, is taken require a two-dimensional variation of J to optimise the

to be the same as for the disordered grain boundary current distribution.
treated above.

A grain boundary of angle 6 has dislocations a dis-
tance b/O apart. where b is the Burgers vector. We take 4. Discussion
b to be the unit cell size, which is approximately equal
to o. We consider two dislocations at y = ± o/20, and The main conclusions to be drawn from these results
use the one-dimensional Ginsburg-Landau equation for are qualitative. The first comes from the regime in which
currents flowing parallel to the x axis. The effect of the Ginzburg-Landau equations are known to be accu-
solving the full problem will be to depress the order rate. This is close to T and with barriers that are fully
parameter on the x axis, where the total shear strain is superconducting at absolute zero, even if the centre may
minimum, and to raise it near the cores due to proxim- be normal at temperatures close to the bulk T. The
ity effect in the y direction. To minimise this effect we general result is that for all three types of barner the
look at the currents at a distance 0.8 of the distance most plausible assumptions lead to current densities
from the x axis to one of the dislocation cores. The dif- much higher than those observed. This is because we
ference from the two-dimensional solution is unlikely to are looking for a reduction from the depairing current
be as large as a factor often, of the order of 10' for sintered material and this

Figure 8 shows the variation of Hc and the order requires very large changes in the Ginzburg-Landau
parameter for a 6' boundary. The lower order param- parameters.
eter is for the critical current which is 0.27 of the bulk Where the reduction is due to the boundary condi-
depairing current. Figure 9 shows the critical current tion J, is reduced roughly in proportion to A so that we

need values of A of the order of 10-%,.(T). If the surface
10 T is zero A is the order of C so there is a major dis-

crepancy here. Continuous barriers must be wide to
08 reduce the current density to experimental values. A

barrier in which , varies as I - 2 exp( - x,6,)- is
06- normal over a distance 8 . This has a critical current

density of 10' A cm - 2, which is within the general
" -range observed. It seems doubtful that clean boundaries

could cause such disruption, and it suggests that impu-
'2 rity segregation at grain boundaries is causing the low

current densities. Similarly the sensitivity of T to shear
2 1 6 0 10 strain must be much larger than to hydrostatic strain if

B o~oryangie ,e i the results are to be explained by this mechanism.

Figure 9. Critical current as a function of grain boundary It is possible that our estimate of the depairing
angle, current is too high. If we disregard the absolute magni-
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tudes then the general form of the current density varia- Let us first consider the connection between the
tion is in agreement with a number of experiments. The weak links calculated in this paper and flux pinning. A
variation of J, with temperature shown in figure 7 was number of authors have pointed out that there is no
similar over many orders of absolute magnitude in J. sharp dividing line between Abrikosov vortices in bulk
The striking feature of the curve is the way J. behaves materials and Josephson vortices in boundaries [5. 6].
rather linearly but extrapolates to zero at about half T . Identical phenomena in the two systems have been
instead of to T itself as tends to happen with flux described in quite different ways because artificial
pinning models. The connection of this with new con- Josephson junctions have very low current densities and
cepts introduced to explain the magnetic properties of J, drops rapidly at fields comparable to H,, in type 11
high-T superconductors is discussed below. superconductors. The result is that completely separate

The variation of J, with grain boundary angle regimes of field and current are involved. However. in
shows a drop of a factor of ten for an 8' grain bound- high-T materials we appear to have a range of barriers
ary. This is in qualitative agreement with the experi- which vary in their properties from something close to a
mental results of Dimos et al [3]. However, to obtain typical tunnel barrier to something with a current
this result a number of approximations were made density of 10' A cm- 2 in a field of 5 T. We therefore
which are likely to underestimate the critical current expect to have to use models based on Josephson junc-
density and the results were still two orders of magni- tions, such as the spin-glass model [7]. up to fields not
tude greater than observed. In fact these experimental previously associated with Josephson junctions. By the
results contain features that will be difficult to explain same token, models based on flux pinning should work
on any model. We expect the grain boundary to affect down to very low fields provided we use parameters
the critical current when its current density drops below appropriate to the junctions rather than the bulk
that determined by pinning centres. This would lead to material. It is therefore not surprising that no experi-
an initial range of grain boundary angles that had no ment has distinguished between the spin-glass model
effect on J, since the bulk pinning limit was reached and the flux pinning model. They are alternative formu-
first within the grains, but this was not observed. Also lations of the same phenomena.
pinning current densities within grains should be inde- What the experiments do seem to show is a much
pendent of grain boundary current densities but a close more rapid decrease in J, with field and temperature
correlation was observed. It is clear that more experi- than is observed in conventional superconductors. This
ments are required to clarify the situation. is seen in a number of experiments such as the sudden

The approximation used does not allow for any appearance of magnetic reversibility at a certain field or
variation of J, with magnetic field since the junctions temperature. It is now fairly clear that the reversibility
were assumed to be narrow. However, the critical and large Meissner effect in high-T superconductors is
current of a type I superconductor can be related to due to the small size of the current-carrying regions
the zero-field depairing current, multiplied by one factor rather than low pinning, and any increase in reversi-
to take account of the reduction in mean order param- bility might be due to a change in the size of the current
eter and another to allow for less than ideal pinning, paths rather than a change in pinning force. However,
Since the critical current of a broad tunnel junction will the variation of depairing current with temperature in
depend on the pinning of Josephson vortices we expect figure 7 does show a very rapid decrease in J, at about
the same to apply and the critical current in a field will half T_, which is consistent with a 'reversibility line' [7].
be closely related to the depairing current in zero field. As Malozemoff has pointed out [4], this reversibility

line varies with frequency and sensitivity, so it is far
from a well defined quantity, but it is worth considering

5. Relevance to alternative models two other explanations that have been proposed for it.

It has been suggested that flux lattice melting' is an
The experimental results on high-T superconductors explanation [8]. This supposes that the shear modulus
have led to a number of suggestions for new models to of the vortex lattice is small, leading to an amorphous
describe their behaviour. This may be partly due to the lattice. Such lattices have been observed in conventional
fact that a large number of experiments have been made superconductors at low fields. However. all theories of
as a function of temperature, while most experiments on flux pinning predict a large increase in J, as lattice
conventional type I superconductors have been done at rigidity decreases and there is a good deal of experimen-
constant temperature. This has obscured the consider- tal evidence to show that this is the case [9]. so flux
able similarities between them. Another complication is lattice melting does not seem a very likely explanation
that in many. and possibly all, regimes even single crys- of reversibility.
tals of high-T superconductors display two sets of A more plausible explanation of reversibility is rapid
properties. One is associated with boundaries, the other flux creep. The potential pinning flux lines, U. is much
with the ideal crystallites. Each has its own H,. T_. Jc greater than kT in conventional materials but the small
and H, 2 . It is rare for a wide range of experiments to coherence length and higher temperature raises the
be done on the same sample so that no consistent possibility that V is of the same order as kT in high- T
picture has emerged. A recent review by Malozemoff materials. The result of this would be flux flow pro-
[4) shows these inconsistencies clearly. portional to the driving force so that the material would
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behave as a linear resistor. An effect of this kind is seen at a current density of 2 A cm 2, which suggests that
in the broadening of the resistive transition when a rapid flux creep is associated with very imperfect
magnetic field is applied, and this has been explained by boundaries. If the current density of the boundary is
Tinkham [10] with a calculation of the energy well in raised to useful values the flux creep should cease to be
perfect single crystals. a problem.

Both these models imply that above the reversibility
line the critical current is zero in the same way that the 6. Conclusions
shear strength of a liquid is zero. The most sensitive
way of detecting true reversibility is the susceptibility With suitable values of the Ginzburg-Landau param-
transition in a magnetic field. A reversible type I1 super- eters the critical current densities of several types of
conductor is slightly paramagnetic between zero and T, boundary can be predicted. To explain the values
so that no diamagnetic transition is observed, although observed, very large changes in the parameters from
this has only been seen in very reversible material of their normal-state values are needed. Although mnis is
low K value [11]. Any diamagnetic transition is due to not impossible in clean materials it suggests that com-
pinning effects. The midpoint is where the pinning pen- positional variations may play a major role in lowering
etration depth is of the same order as the particle size so J_ The variation of J, with temperature may be suffi-
that in high-T, superconductors it bears little relation to cient to explain the -reversibility line'.
H,2 [12]. It will depend on grain size, pinning strength
and frequency (because of the viscous drag on flux line
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Abstract
The critical current density in sintered YBCO was found to
vary by up to a factor of three in sintered material as the
angle between the sample and the applied field was varied.
Currents were always perpendicular to the field and the
effect is attributed to the demagnetising effect of the
sample. By defining H as the external field in equilibrium
with a flux density B we can use classical electromagnetism
to calculate the demagnetising effect. When J, is plotted as a
function of H or B in the material, rather than the external
field, the anisotropy disappears.

Introduction
Polycrystalline sintered samples of the superconductor

YBCO exhibit two current paths. The grains have very high
critical current densities, of the order 105 A/cm 2 at 77K in
zero field. They are connected by weak links at grain
boundaries in which the critical current density is only of
the order 103A/cm 2 in the best polycrystalline ceramic
samples. The intergrain critical current density is
extremely sensitive to applied field and the sample retains
a large diamagnetism even after the critical state of the
weak links has fully penetrated the sample. This leads to a
significant effective permeability and the effects on the real
and imaginary parts of the AC susceptibility have been
considered in some detail by Miler (1). The flux profile in
a sample subjected to a small AC field at low superimposed
DC fields has been modelled by Gomory (2). In this paper
we show that in rectangular samples the demagnetising
factor can lead to a significant difference between the
internal and the applied field. This means that critical
current densities are not a unique function of the applied
field, but by scaling the field with the demagnetising factor
J, becomes a unique function of local fields, provided these
are averaged over regions large compared with the grain
size.

Exparintal
Samples of YBCO prepared by the powder route were

pressed and sintered into solid pellets. From these bars
were cut, one 10 x 8 x 2 mm, the second 18 x 7 x 0.7 mm.
All measurements were carried out in liquid nitrogen.

J, in the samples was measured inductively. A
sinusoidal field was applied with a drive coil and a search
coil round the sample measured the response. A balance
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coil was used to cancel the signal at low amplitudes in the
superconducting state and the signal measured with a lock-
in amplifier as the drive amplitude was increased from zero.
The signal produced in the search coil of the same phase as
that in the normal state measures the flux crossing the
boundary of the sample in each cycle (3). The advantage of
this treatment over measurements of the real and

) imaginary parts of the susceptibility is that the curves are

more directly related to the penetration of flux into the
sample so that it is not so necessary to postulate formulae
and fit parameters. Since the intergrain currents are
orders of magnitude smaller than the intragrain currents
the signal from the search coil plotted against drive
amplitude shows a clear discontinuity in gradient. The
discontinuity corresponds to the point at which the flux has
penetrated all the weak links to the centre of the sample,
and is now beginning to penetrate the grains themselves.
The value of the drive field at this point is the field across
the sample, and Jc can be calculated by dividing this field by
the radius of the sample. The precision of this method is
greatly enhanced by differentiating the signal with respect
to the drive amplitude and plotting this against drive
amplitude (Kupfer,4). A typical plot is shown in figure 1.
The change in the slope is easily seen, and this is the point
at which intergrain currents have penetrated to the centre
of the sample. From this plot we obtain the average critical
current of a sample, including self field effects. Self field
effects appear as a curvature at the start of the trace and
are dealt with in a subsequent paper. They were only
present in large samples. The ratio of the gradient in the
signal beyond the discontinuity to that when the sample is
normal gives the effective volume fraction of normal
material, and is used to calculate the effective permeability.

A DC magnetic field up to 12 mT could be applied using a
solenoid which enclosed the sample and the AC coils. The
sample remained in the same orientation with respect to the
AC coils but its orientation with respect to the DC field could
be altered at will. Two orientations were chosen. In one
the largest dimension of the sample was arranged parallel
to the applied DC field, in the other the smallest dimension
was arranged parallel to the applied field. The coil
arrangements are shown in figure 2. With this geometry
most of the current flows perpendicular to the field and
across the broad face of the sample. It is this critical
current which is measured in both orientations by the AC
susceptibility technique.
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The measurements of J, with respect to applied field in
the two orientations are shown in figure 3. As can be seen
the fall in J, is much more rapid in the sample when placed
with the smallest dimension parallel to the applied field
and the maximum difference in J, is a factor of five. This
can be related qualitatively to the demagnetising factors of
the two shapes, and the volume into which the flux is able
to penetrate. It is known that the flux penetrates between
the grains, and we call this effective volume of "normal"
material Vf This is illustrated in figure 4. The effective
volume of "normal" material was generally found to be
around 0.4 of the total sample volume. Although this seems
large, it includes the pores in the sample which become
accessible to the field once the intergrain currents are
broken down in addition to a depth approximately equal to
the penetration depth X round each grain.

The qualitative origin of this effect can be seen from the
simple model microstructure illustrated in figure 4. which
consists of cubes of superconductor separated by grain
boundaries. In a long rod parallel to the field the field
within the boundaries is equal to the external field while
the average flux density is reduced in proportion to the
volume fraction of the grains. If on the other hand the
sample is a slab perpendicular to the field all the flux which
passed through the area must now be concentrated in the
weak links. The average field B is the external B and the
field in the weak link is increased in proportion to the
volume fraction of superconductor. This simple model
appears to make the quantitative results dependent on the
detailed shape of the microstructure. However we show
below that the situation is an excellent example of the
universality of Maxwell's equations provided we define the
fields H and B as averages over appropriate volumes of the
material. In this case the appropriate volume is several
times the grain size.

Following the treatment of Landau and Iifshitz (5) the
flux density B is the average over many grains of the field
on an atomic scale. The definitions of H and M, which are
clear in ferromagnetic materials (Brown, 6), are not so
obvious in superconductors, where individual localised
magnetic dipoles cannot be identified. Josephson (7) used
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the derivative of the free energy with respect to B, while
Evetts and Campbell (8) used the external field in
equilibrium with B. The first two definitions lead quickly to
the third which is directly related to simple experimental
measurements of permeability. The fields so defined obey
Maxwells equations. They can be averaged over any region
small compared with the sample size and we shall average
over several grains. The relation between B and H follows
directly from the flux density in a long cylinder parallel to
the field, provided there is no significant penetration of the
grains. It will be linear and B = i±jtoH, where gt is the

permeability measured directly, but approximately equal to
the volume fraction of normal material between grains, ie B
= Vf.ioH. The usual relations between fields then hold, ie B

= 0H + toM and H = Ho - nM where Ho is the applied field.
The result is illustrated in the critical state of a long rod
parallel to the field in figure 5. The critical transport
current is dH/dx and the flux density gradient dB/dx. If we
plot J. as a function of applied field we get J,(H). (In the case
of the simple microstructure in figure 4 H is the field
between the grains). If we put a slab perpendicular to the
field we can find H in the material using the effective
permeability and the demagnetising factor. By scaling the
applied field by the appropriate factor we should be able to
bring the two J, curves into coincidence.

It is immaterial whether we plot J,(H) or J,(B) provided we

are aware which it is we have measured. It should also be
noted that the term 'internal field' is a vague one and has
been used to mean both H and B by different authors. It is
not necessary for the field between the grains to be uniform
for the treatment to be quantitatively exact.

Using the three relationships between M, H and B above.
and eliminating M we get

H- H°
1-n(1-Vf)

where Ho is the external applied field, and n is the
demagnetising factor of the sample shape.
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The demagnetising factor varies between zero and 1,
and therefore for a typical value of Vf = 0.4 H may vary
between Ho and 2.5H 0 . Since J, is so sensitive to field it is
not surprising that that this leads to large changes in the
critical curent. The demagnetising factors for a general
ellipsoid have been calculated, and curves compiled for
differing ratios of the semi-axes (9). Calculation of
demagnetising factors for shapes other than ellipsoids of
revolution is rather difficult, so in this experiment the bars
were approximated to ellipsoids. The first had
demagnetising factors 0.1 and 0.68 in the two orientations
and the second 0 and 1. The two values of H were then
calculated from equation 1 and found to be 1.06Ho and
1.69H0 for the first, and Ho and 2.5H 0 for the second. If the
demagnetising effect due to the shape and orientation of the
sample is responsible for the differing response to the
applied field, the curves should coincide if the field scale in
the perpendicular orientation is scaled by 1.69/1.06 in the
first sample, and 2.5 in the second. The effect of scaling is
shown in figure 6. The curves now coincide, within
experimental error.

Conclusions
Geometry of the sample must be taken into account

when measuring the effect of applied field in Jc in granular
materials. The fall in Jc measured experimentally was
shown to be strongly dependent on orientation, and could
be explained using the demagnetising factors in the two
orientations chosen. The results confirm the general theory
of electromagnetic fields in materials which allow Maxwell's
equations to be averaged over an arbitrary volume of an in
inhomogeneous material.
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plotted against drive amplitude.
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